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confidence
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OBJECTIVE

"Learn a language with motivation!"
María Lorena Morales

Fondatrice et directrice
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COURSES FOR ALL LEVELS

"I already have some knowledge of French"

Before starting a course, it is essential to know your language level so that we can set
objectives based on your needs and expectations and offer you the most suitable course
to achieve your linguistic aspirations.

If you already have some knowledge of the language or have
taken lessons in the past, we invite you to take our level test
to assess your current fluency. Quick and free, the test will be
our base to find your perfect course.

BOOK OUR APPOINTMENT

Explain your objective to us by telephone or by meeting us at our offices.
We look forward to hearing from you. 

A CARING PHILOSOPHY

LET'S TALK ABOUT YOUR GOAL

Are you aiming to pass your fide test, improve your level for professional purposes,
become more fluent in conversation or simply learn French for pleasure? Every objective
and every student is different, so it is important to target your needs. That is why we
think it's important to take the time to discuss your needs together.

The Language Corner adopts a communicative
learning method. This means that once the theory has
been covered, the practice comes straight in to
consolidate in a fun way.

A method that suits you



FIND OUT ABOUT YOUR OPTIONS

PRE-REGISTER NOW WITH NO COMMITMENT

Pre-register for our courses currently being organised or register for our
organised courses. It's by taking action that you'll see results!                 
Are you ready to learn French?

GROUP · 1h30 per week

This popular formula gives you a place in a small group of no
more than 5 people, so you can progress at the pace of the
term. For adults and children alike, our group courses are ideal
for constant, fun learning in a group. Books, videos, audios, role-
playing:  you will love learning at The Language Corner!

VIRTUAL · 60 or 120 h

Developed at The Language Corner (TLC), this formula translates
our communicative method in a virtual way to offer you more
autonomous learning but always with support. Learn at your
own pace through modules on the online campus, videos from
our teachers, live lessons and consolidation exercises. Flexible,
effective and always fun, you'll rediscover online courses!

SEMI-INTENSIVE · 3h per week

For sustained progress, choose our Semi-Intensive option,
which allows you to attend classes for 3 hours a week. In small
groups, you'll have the opportunity to put what you have learnt
straight into practice, for fast, consistent results. During these 2
days per week, you will notice a productive French boost!

INTENSIVE · 40h over 1 month

This intensive course offers you a solid, fast-track approach to
learning French in just 4 weeks. During this 40-hour
programme, you will be totally immersed in the French
language to acquire all the tools you need to communicate
independently. In a friendly, studious atmosphere, the small
group of 5 people will be able to exchange ideas and express
themselves with confidence and self-assurance.

WHICH COURSE IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

To achieve maximum results, it is important to find a course that suits you and your
everyday life. Since we all have our own pace and needs, we offer several course
formulas so that everyone can find their ideal course! Which one is right for you?



fide test: the official
language passport

PROCEED TO REGISTRATION

Test registration, preparation sessions, "Focus course for the fide test”,
additional information: we do everything we can to help you succeed!
Discover our full fide range.

The fide test language passport certifies
your oral and written skills in one of the
three national languages: French, German
and Italian. As The Language Corner is an
accredited fide test examination centre, we
welcome you to prepare and take your
exam every Saturday and obtain this
certification easily on our premises in Vevey
and Montreux.
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AND MUCH MORE...
The Language Corner is also a friendly community that likes to share. Check out our  
website to discover our universe. Join the TLC family and let's make it happen!

TESTIMONIALS EVENTS BLOG LATEST NEWS

For 2 weeks, you will have the opportunity to consolidate your essentials
in 3 stages: Grammar - Vocabulary - Structure, so that you can fill in the
gaps and pass your exam with flying colours. This intensive online course
is ideal for stimulating your French around the fide test themes
according to your level, while keeping your flexibility in your daily life.

Focus course for the fide test

Rue du Lac 3 - 1800 Vevey
021 888 38 39 · 076 578 38 38
vevey@swisslanguagecorner.ch

www.swisslanguagecorner.ch

Lundi - Vendredi  ·  09h30 - 18h00 Lu, Ma, Ve  ·  13h30 - 17h30
Me, Je  ·  09h30 - 13h30
Samedi  ·  08h30 - 16h30

VEVEY MONTREUX
Avenue des Alpes 27b - 1820 Montreux
021 888 16 15 · 076 578 38 38
montreux@swisslanguagecorner.ch 


